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Lesson Videos

2.2 Uploading Videos to YouTube

2.3 Logging in iClass, Adding Course, Distributing Course Code

2.4 Embedding Videos in iClass, setting questions and designing pre-
learning activities

2.5 Strategies of Re-designing Day-time Lesson Pedagogies and 
Activities (Brainstorming)

2.6 Discussion on Common Pitfalls when ‘Flipping the Classroom’

2.7 Conclusion, Q&A



2.1 Using Interactive Whiteboard 
Apps and Smartphones to Create 

Lesson Videos



Free Apps

Educreations Doceri ScreenChompShowme Explain 
Everything

Paid App



Comparison

Educreations Doceri ScreenChompShowme

multiple pages 
lessons accessible on 

official website 
teacher community 
In-app purchase

single page onlyconnect with 
laptop

Explain 
Everything

Dozen of 
import and 

export 
functions



Strategy

If there is a free app substitute, 
then use free app. 

If not, use paid app.



Screencast Apps vs Screencast-o-matic

Write directly on screen 

More intuitive 

Better handwriting and annotations



How to look for useful apps?

Google: interactive whiteboard apps

Google: best apps for teachers / students / 
classrooms

Google: must-have apps for classrooms



How to review educational apps

https://www.graphite.org/reviews

https://www.graphite.org/reviews




Stylus or not stylus

Active stylusInexpensive stylusFree “stylus”
always available 

less accurate
less strain 

acceptable accuracy
expensive 

more accurate



Going for iPad Pro?

Wrist 
guard



PowerPoint



Beginner’s Tip

Think - Record - Pause

You can start anywhere on 
the timeline to record again



Add / delete / duplicate slides

Slides Manipulation





text / shapes / objects 
move, rotate, resize objects 

embed webpage

Objects Manipulation



Insert drawing objects



Insert objects



Importing on-the-fly 
Annotations on photos / videos

Insert photos or videos



Task: Create a 3-minute lesson video

Insert photos, drawings or even videos.

If possible, try to talk and write at 
the same time.

Use annotations, pointers to help your 
explanation.



Pointers



Versatile File Import



We don’t have to do 
everything from scratch



Versatile Video Export



Setting accounts



Settings



Video Upload 
Settings

<topic name> by 
<your name>

Privacy: Unlisted 



Tryout import function

Import the file into Explain 
Everything

Upload a file to your Dropbox / 
Google Drive

e.g. PowerPoint file with several 
slides (recommend to save as 

PDF first)



Create a micro-lesson using 
Explain Everything

• video length should not be more than 
3 mins 

• if possible, talk and write at the same 
time



Alternative 
Smartphone holder



Strengths Weaknesses

Very natural and mimic 
personal tutoring 

experience 

Intuitive, paper and 
pencil 

Can talk and write faster 

Very lost cost setup and 
short learning time

Not too environmental 
friendly 

Undo mistakes are 
difficult or need further 

video editing 

Need some time to 
setup, lighting, levelling, 

aligning



2.2 Uploading Videos to 
YouTube



Upload and Share Videos

Publish your video to YouTube. 

Video name: Level, subject, topic 

Set video privacy to “unlisted”.



YouTube video privacy

Public Unlisted Private 

Anyone can 
search for 
and view

Only people 
with link can 

view

Only you and 
selected users 

can view



Channel Account

Login

If you have

Create 
your Channel

If you have If you don’t have

Upload your 
lesson video

Account

Create 
your Account



Create your own YouTube channel

If you have a Google account, sign in 
YouTube and go to create a channel. 



Sharing your YouTube video link

Copy this



2.3 Logging in iClass, Adding 
Course, Distributing Course 

Code



Teacher iClass 
Account (Admin)

Student iClass 
Account (Engage)

Roles of Desktop and iPad



portal.iclass.hk

Add Course



Add Course

At least 6 
characters ( / )



Course Code

Course Code



On iPad, join course using a 
student account



2.4 Embedding Videos in iClass, 
setting questions and designing 

pre-learning activities



Structure

Add Course

Add Topic

Add Activity



Add Topic

Add Topic



Add Activity

Add Activity



Add Activity



Activities Tryout



Add Web Page



Embedding Video in Activity

Paste video 
link here



Embed code

Show more



Uncheck to 
suppress Ad when 

video ends

Tricky: Copy this part 
of embed code only

https://www.youtube.com/embed/uLh7EH_O6WE?rel=0



Test video on iPad No advertisement 
at the end!



Checking Understanding





Add Quiz



Add Quiz



Collect handwritten response



Upload a 
background image for 

students to work on





2.5 Strategies of Re-designing 
Day-time Lesson Pedagogies 
and Activities (Brainstorming)



What should I do with my 
students in day-time lesson?

If students have pre-learned



Brainstorming session 
(10 mins)



In-class Activities

Group work 
Collaborative learning 

e-Learning 
Problem Solving





Follow up and Individual Guidance

Whole class Individual 
student

Follow up common 
misconceptions and 
corrective feedback

Individual guidance 
keeping off-task 
students on-task





How to handle pre-learn-
less students?



Give reminders



Will engaging the parents be 
a way out?

Traditional 
homework

Flipping 
classroom



2.6 Discussion on Common 
Pitfalls when ‘Flipping the 

Classroom’



Flipping classroom is

Interchanging the activities students 
doing at school and at home

Not adding extra workload (watching 
videos) to students at home



Flipping 
Classroom

On-line 
learning 

with video
=



Flipping 
Classroom

On-line learning 
with video

=Teacher’s corrective 
feedback 

Re-design daytime 
lesson



Students will encounter technical 
problems in pre-learning

Lost accounts, forget passwords, app 
crash, system bugs, need to reset quiz 

How to handle?





Future possible technical difficulties

Ask the following: 

Google 
YouTube 

Your school IT panel 
Your school TSS 

Me



Flipping Teachers WhatsApp Group 
(Voluntary, not related to EDB and CUHK)

My WhatsApp: 9171 4947



2.7 Conclusion, Q&A



Student’s Feedback











It has definitely left me with more time to 
study, as the exercises aren't exactly 
"homework" because they're pre-
learning exercises.  

So I've had more time to work on things 
that I'm not as good at, whether it is a 
harder topic or a different subject.



 Schoology 
 

 Schoology
 







From traditional to flipped

Think Big Act Small 

Prepare pre-learning quiz during 
vacations 

Start with the most difficult chapter? 

Persistence


